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Abstract : Multi-objective optimization is also a

most real problems. Pareto optimality considers
solutions to be superior or inferior to another solution
only when it is superior in all objectives or inferior in all
objectives, respectively. The Santa Fe Ant Problem is a
conventional ideal problem that has been studied over
the past two decades and is still being rigorously
researched. Santa Fe Trail is well-known of its
reputation of being hard due to evolutionary computing
methods not solving it at much higher effectiveness than
random search. NSGA II is an evolutionary algorithm in
which the main advantage is that it handles multiobjective solution given in sets of solutions, which
provide computation of an approximation of the entire
Pareto front. The main problem with this algorithm is
slow execution and on the contrary there is no guarantee
for the solution as well. In terms of meta-heuristics,
recently, scatter search techniques are getting more
attention, because of their capability to efficiently
explore a broad range of complex optimization
problems. Hybrid algorithm can make good use of the
characteristics of various algorithms to attain
complementary advantages to optimize the algorithm’s
performance and efficiency.
In this, Santa Fe Trail Ant problem is solved in its best
optimization valued solution using various techniques
includes mainly Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (NSGA II), Simulated Annealing and Scatter
Search techniques. In previous work, Genetic Algorithm
techniques to solve such problems does not produce
much better results and hard to solve as well. NSGA II
algorithm has been implemented to optimize Santa Fe
Trail Ant problem. Later we will enhance the algorithms
using simulated annealing and scatter search techniques
over the NSGA II algorithm to calculate new performance
matrices and will be useful for comparative study as
well.

significant topic for research from past few decades. This
is because of the multi-objective nature of real world
problems. Most of the real world problems are complex
and versatile in nature, and quite often need more than
one conflicting objective functions to be optimized
simultaneously. Researchers have developed many multiobjective optimization procedures. Santa Fe Trail Ant
Problem has been widely used to analyze experiment and
examine various evolutionary computing methods and
multi-objective optimization problems. In this, Santa Fe
Trail Ant problem is solved in its best optimization valued
solution using various techniques includes mainly Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II), Simulated
Annealing and Scatter Search techniques. In previous
work, Genetic Algorithm approach to solve these type of
problems produce not much better results and difficult to
solve as well. NSGA II algorithm has been implemented to
optimize Santa Fe Trail Ant problem. Later we will
enhance the algorithms using simulated annealing and
scatter search techniques over the NSGA II algorithm to
calculate new performance matrices and will be useful for
comparative study as well.
Keywords:Multi-objective optimization; NSGA II; Santa Fe
Trail Ant problem; Simulated Annealing; Scatter Search

1. INTRODUCTION
Optimization is the process of identifying the best
solution among a set of alternatives .Whereas single
objective optimization employs a single criterion for
identifying the best solution among a set of alternatives,
multi-objective optimization employs two or more
criteria. The criteria used to compare solutions are
known as objectives. As multiple objectives can conﬂict
with one another i.e., improving one objective leads to
the deterioration of another there is, generally speaking,
no single optimal solution to multi-objective problems.
Researchers have developed many multi-objective
optimization
procedures.
For
multi-objective
optimization problems, there is not a single optimum
solution, but a set of non-dominated optimal solutions
called the Pareto set of solutions. The challenge is in the
case of conflicting objectives, which is usually the case in
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2. SANTA FE TRAIL ANT PROBLEM
The Santa Fe Trail ant problem is a conventional ideal
problem that has been studied over the past two decades
and is still being rigorously researched. Santa Fe Trail is
well-known of its reputation of being “hard” due to
evolutionary computing methods not solving it at much
higher effectiveness than random search. The hardness
has been ascribed to a fitness landscape that is difficult
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to search; being “jagged with many plateaus ruptured by
deep valleys and multiple local and global optima”. The
structure of programs has been found “highly deceptive”
by fixed length schema analysis [9]. The artificial ant
problem is often used as genetic programming
benchmark. Concisely the problem is to design a
program which can successfully steer an artificial ant
along a twisting trail on a 32*32 toroidal grid.Operations
can be used in the program; move, right and left to make
the ant move ahead one square, turn to the left and turn
to the right. It takes one time unit to perform each of
these operations. IfFoodAhead(),the sensing function
peer into the square that the ant is presently facing and
then depending upon whether that square contains food
or its empty, it executes one of its two arguments. The
artificial ant should follow the “Santa Fe Trail”, it
contains 144 squares with 21 turns. It consists of 89 food
units that are distributed non-uniformly. Whenever the
ant enters a square which contains food, the ant eats that
food located in square. The Santa Fe Ant problem is
occasionally used as illustrative problem, mostly among
the collection of other problems. Usually it is used to
show the viability of meta-heuristics or new methods
and it can be used as performance benchmark. Studies in
grammatical evolution have used the problem to
examine the effects of genotypic variety, crossover types,
genome length, degeneracy, wrapping on proportions of
invalid individuals and cumulative frequency of success.
Fig-1 depicts the Santa Fe Trail.

towards the true Pareto-optimal region, it can be used to
find multiple Pareto-optimal solutions in single run. First
such successful and most used evolutionary algorithm is
NSGA.

4. SCATTER SEARCH
Scatter Search is an evolutionary technique which has
been successfully applied to hard optimization problems.
Unlike other evolutionary methods such as Genetic
Algorithms, Scatter Search is invented on the state that
organized designs and methods for generating new
solutions. It utilizes strategies for various search
diversification and intensification which have been
proved efficient in various optimization problems. The
Scatter Search strategy is very flexible, as its various
elements can be implemented in various variety of
methods and degrees of refinement. The fact in which
the methods within the Scatter Search are not restricted
to a single uniform design , permits the exploration of
deliberate possibilities that may prove effective in a
specific implementation.
Scatter Search includes five methods
 A Diversification Method that is used to create a set
of distinct trail solutions, as an input in which an
arbitrary trail solution can be utilized.
 An Improvement Method is used to convert trail
solution into one or more improved trail solutions.
 A Reference Set Update Method to create and
maintain a reference set that contains the best
solutions. According to their good quality and the
diversity solutions get into reference set.
 A Subset Generation Method is applied to the
reference set, to generate a subset of its solutions,
which is used as a base for generating combined
Solutions.
 Then Solution Combination Method is applied to
produce the final solution.

Fig- 1: Santa Fe Trail Ant Problem

5. SIMULATED ANNEALING

3. MOEA FRAMEWORK

For approximating the global optimum of a given
function, a probabilistic technique is used, which is
called Simulated Annealing. Basically, it is a metaheuristic technique which is used to approximate global
optimization in a huge search space. Mostly it is used
when the search space is discrete. For problems where
finding a precise local optimum is less important and
finding an approximate global optimum is more
important, in a fixed amount of time, Simulated
Annealing can be used.

The Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm is an opensource java library that is used for experiment and
developing MOEA’s and various other general purpose
optimization algorithms. MOEA provides number of
algorithms such as NSGA II, GDE3 and MOEA/D etc. The
MOEA Framework also supply, that are required to
rapidly develop, design, execute and statistically test
optimization algorithms. During the past decade, a
number of MOEA’s have been invented. The main reason
for this is their capability to find multiple Pareto-optimal
solutions in one single simulation run. As Evolutionary
Algorithms service with a population of solutions, a basic
evolutionary algorithm may be enhanced to sustain a
distinctive set of solutions. With an insistence of going
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6. THE PROPOSED HYBRID APPROACH

6.1 Implementation of NSGA II on Santa Fe Trail
Ant problem.

Simulated annealing can be used with NSGA II, where a
probabilistic approach applied to making faster solution
category with some sort of probability of solution
optimality. Scatter search technique is applied to
evolutionary algorithm of hard-optimization problems.it
works on search space where different number of
optimal solutions along with non-optimal solutions are
scattered and algorithm works to search the optimality
among the various solutions. NSGA II can be combined
with scatter search and simulated annealing where
scatter search creates an optimal solution space and out
of that space simulated annealing can be applied to find
probability. Santa Fe Trail Ant problem is solved using
the NSGA-II algorithm of MOEA framework.. NSGA-II is
the algorithm that is used for demonstrating genetic
programming using the Santa Fe Trail Ant Problem. In
Java, packages are used to organize source code into a
hierarchical structure. It includes various java classes in
the MOEA framework package to demonstrate the
working of Santa Fe Trail problem using MOEA
framework. Maximum number of moves used here is 500
and 89 food pallets are available for artificial ant in
32*32 toroidal grid.Santafeant.java class includes the
main method that is used to run the Santa Fe Trail ant
problem with NSGA II. Various classes are developed to
perform distinguished tasks according to functions
assigned. For example AntProblem.java class is used for
controlling an ant through traversing through the world
and maximizes the amount of food eaten. The ant should
also minimize the number of steps required to do so. The
World.java class includes the world that ant occupies the
world is cyclic so an ant walking off the boundary on one
side will appear on the boundary as the opposite side.

First of all, a random parent population is generated .on
the basis of non-domination, the generated population is
sorted. Depending upon its non-domination level each
solution is assigned a fitness or rank. Initially, to
generate an offspring population of size N, the typical
binary
tournament
that
includes
Selection,
Recombination and Mutation operators are used. It is
necessary to observe that even if we use a binary
tournament selection operator, but the criteria of
selection is now based on the Crowded-Comparison
operator. As this operator needs both the crowded
distance and the rank of each solution in population, so
these quantities are calculated while generating the
population.

6.2 Applying Scatter Search along with NSGA II.
To generate a huge set P of diverse solutions,
Diversification Generation method is used. The size of
P(PSize) is usually at least ten times larger than the size
of RefSet. According to the Reference Set Update Method,
the initial reference set is generated. It may include,
selecting b distinct and maximally diverse solutions from
P. The Reference set i.e RefSet, is a compilation of both
diverse solutions and high quality solutions which are
used to create new solutions by way of applying the
Combination Method. This solution is adjoined to RefSet
and deleted from P and the minimal distances are
upgraded. The resulting RefSet includes b1, solutions of
high quality and b2 diverse solutions. To apply the
Solution Combination Method, the subsets are placed in
a list and then these are selected one at a time in
lexicographical order. Trail solutions obtained from
these have been subjected to the Improvement method.
Once again, the Reference Set method has been applied.
After the execution of both the Combination Method and
the Improvement Method , updation of Reference set
takes place. The process ends after all the subsets
created within the current iterations are subjected to the
combination method and not any of the improved trail
solutions are granted to RefSet under the constraints of
the Reference Set Update Method.

6.3 Applying Simulated Annealing on Optimal
Solution Space generated by Scatter Search.
In this first step has been produced by a function which
belongs to the current solution that is located in the
solution space express. The second step is processing of
data and computing the corresponding objective
function difference. The third step, is to examine
whether the processing of data is accepted. The fourth
step is when the data processing is intent to accept and
then the value of the objective function can be modified.

Fig- 2: Depicts the working methodology of Hybrid
Approach.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig-7.1:Graph represents the Time Comparison of both
approaches.

We have evaluated the working of NSGA II on Santa Fe
Trail ant problem using our proposed hybrid approach
of scatter search and simulated annealing on MOEA
framework using the parameters: Time Consumption,
Optimality and Error Ratio. By comparing the existing
and proposed approach, it can be concluded which
technique is faster, optimized and has less error rate.
These parameters are described below one by one.


From table 1 and figure 7.1 it is clearly shown that using
proposed method it consumes less time to solve the
Santa Fe Trail Ant problem as compared to the previous
approach. In Hybrid Approach, time consumption
becomes constant as the number of iterations increases
and shows less deviation as compared to the previous
approach.


Time Consumption.

Optimality parameter depicts the optimization values for
each approach. Multi-objective optimization employs
two or more criteria for identifying the best solution
among a set of alternatives. The criteria used to compare
solutions are known as objectives.

The running time of an Evolutionary algorithm searching
for an approximate set is defined as the number of
iterations of the Evolutionary Algorithm loop until the
population is an approximate set for the considered
problem. This parameter allows us to measure the time
taken by each approach to solve the given problem.

∑

)

∑

Optimality

Where m is the number of iterations and
is time
taken at each
iteration to process each objective for
each variable.

∑

Table- 2: Data representation of Optimal Values for
Previous and Proposed approach
No. of Iterations

Optimal values for
Previous Approach

Optimal values for
Hybrid Approach

10

11.29287

11.30825

11.15872

11.16793

11.18381

11.21809

11.11892

11.20132

11.10794

11.16843

11.10341

11.29272

11.17036

11.34821

11.11281

11.22236

11.15324

11.25628

11.07456

11.25884

No. of
Iterations

Time taken by Previous
Approach(ms)

Time taken by Hybrid
Approach(ms)

10

3859

2273.14

20

2725

2356.11

30

2611

2287.52

40

2297

2273.86

50

2626

2266.81

60

2584

2307.61

70

2360

2264.17

80

2610

2329.56

80

90

2625

2270.04

90

100

2360

2302.57

20
30
40
50
60
70

100
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⁄

Where m is number of iterations and n is number of
objectives taken.

Table-1: Represents Data of Time Taken by previous
and proposed approach
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∑
No. of iterations

Error Ratio of Previous
Approach

Error Ratio of
Hybrid Approach
0.5908

0.6358

0.5808

0.6361

0.6245

0.6211

0.6102

0.6192

0.5932

0.6531

0.5912

0.6491

0.6306

0.6272

0.5935

0.6315

0.5934

0.6408

0.5845

⁄

⁄

Where m is the number of iterations and n is the number
of variable taken.

10
0.6442

∑

Table-3: Data representation of Error Ratio values of
Previous and Proposed Approach

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Fig -7.3: Graphical representation of Error Ratio on both
approaches.
From Table 3 and figure 7.3 it is clear that hybrid
approach has less error ratio as compared to the
previous approach. Error ratio decreases as number of
iterations increases in hybrid approach as compared to
the previous approach where error ratio keep on
increasing.
It has been implemented and observed that proposed
approach with three parameters Time Consumption,
Optimality and Error Ratio has shown the better results
as compared to the previous approach. The proposed
methodology is far successful and enhanced and
provides the better and accurate solution to solve the
Santa Fe Trail Ant problem.

Fig -7.2: It depicts the results of Optimal Values for
Previous and Hybrid Approach
From Table 2 and figure 7.2 it is clear that hybrid
approach produces more optimal results as compared to
previous approach. Figure 7.2 shows that as the number
of iterations increases optimality increases in Hybrid
approach as compared to previous approach where
optimality starts declining as number of iterations
increases.


8 CONCLUSION
We have presented a hybrid approach based on scatter
search and simulated annealing to solve the multiobjective optimization problems. Different parameters
such as time consumption, optimality values and error
rate were used to compare the performance of our
approach with previous approach. The results show that
our proposed approach is effective and competitive with
previous developed approach and performs effectively
better on these parameters.

Error Ratio

This parameter measures the error ratio of each
approach. This parameter also allows us to know the
non-convergence of the algorithm towards the paretooptimal frontier.
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In proposed Hybrid approach, it is depicted that with
increase in number of iterations the optimality of results
increases with very less deviation in time. The proposed
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hybrid approach is more successful and provides less
error rate as compared to the previous approach. On the
basis of Time Consumption parameter, previous
approach consumes more time and shows more
deviation as the number of iterations increases as
compared to hybrid approach and in previous approach
optimality starts decreasing as number of iterations
increases as compared to hybrid approach in which
optimality increases as number of iterations increases.
On the basis of error ratio, hybrid approach performs
much better than previous approach.

[8]

[9]

The proposed methodology is far successful and
enhanced and provides the better and accurate solution
for solving Santa Fe Trail Ant Problem as compared to
the previous methodology. It has been observed that in
the proposed technique the optimality is enhanced, error
ratio is decreased and time consumption is less to solve
the given problem.

[10]
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